Introduction
Delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) are transient depolarizations in the diastolic phase following an action potential (AP) that have been linked to arrhythmogenesis in cardiac diseases. [1] [2] [3] Experimental studies have revealed that the primary cause of DADs is spontaneous sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium (Ca) release, which activates Ca-sensitive inward currents such as the sodium-calcium (Na-Ca) exchange current to depolarize diastolic membrane potential. Ca waves are promoted under Ca overload conditions in normal myocytes 4, 5 or under diseased conditions, such as heart failure, [6] [7] [8] ischemia, 9 catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, 10 and long QT syndromes. 11, 12 The role of DADs in arrhythmogenesis is generally explained as follows. When the amplitude of a DAD is above a certain threshold (termed a suprathreshold DAD), it can trigger an AP, called triggered activity (TA), which can cause a premature ventricular complex (PVC) to trigger reentrant or focal arrhythmias. 3, 13 However, not all DADs are large enough to trigger APs, and the role of these subthreshold DADs in arrhythmogenesis is not well understood. It is well known that elevation of resting membrane potential can cause conduction slowing and block. 14 Elevation of the resting membrane potential of a ventricular myocyte will first enhance conduction by moving the potential closer to the Na channel activation threshold, but further elevation will slow conduction due to Na channel inactivation. In an experimental study, Rosen et al 15 showed that impulses occurring during a DAD in a Purkinje fiber did not propagate to the ventricles, whereas earlier or later impulses did, suggesting that DADs can cause conduction block in Purkinje fibers. However, to our knowledge, no other studies have been carried out to investigate the role of subthreshold DADs as causes of conduction block and/or reentry.
The amplitude and latency of diastolic Ca waves tend to vary irregularly from beat to beat as a result of random properties of spontaneous SR Ca release, 5, 16, 17 which can be further enhanced because of cell-to-cell or regional heterogeneities in Ca cycling properties. 3, 18 However, myocytes in cardiac tissue are coupled via gap junctions, which tend to smooth the voltage differences between adjacent cells, synchronizing their depolarizations locally. These 2 competing factors could interact to generate regions of tissue with suprathreshold DADs causing TA bordering on regions with subthreshold DADs susceptible to conduction block, initiating reentry.
Based on this reasoning, we hypothesized that depending on the SR Ca release strength and other conditions, random DADs can self-organize in tissue to cause (1) arrhythmia triggers by generating PVCs; (2) a vulnerable tissue substrate causing unidirectional conduction block of a PVC; and (3) both simultaneously, resulting in initiation of reentry. To test this hypothesis, we performed computer simulations in 1-dimensional (1D) cables and 2-dimensional (2D) tissue models. DADs were simulated by commanded SR Ca releases, similar to DADs induced in experiments by caffeine pulses 19 or local beta-adrenergic agonist application. 20 Random DAD latency was simulated by randomly setting the SR Ca release time, and the amplitude of DAD was changed by varying the strength of the SR Ca release flux. The effects of Na channel availability, gap junction coupling, as well as other factors, were characterized.
Methods
Simulations were performed in 1D cable and 2D tissue models. The partial differential equation governing voltage is:
where V is membrane voltage; C m ¼ 1 μF/cm 2 is membrane capacitance, and D is the diffusion constant (proportional to gap junction conductance) with its control value set as 0.0005 cm 2 /ms. The AP model and generation of DADs were described previously by Xie et al. 21 The spontaneous SR Ca release strength is described by a parameter g spon , and the random latency of the release follows a gaussian distribution of standard deviation σ. More details of the model and simulation methods given in the Online Supplemental Material.
In the simulations, unless specified the maximum Na channel conductance (g Na ) was 12 pA/pF and the Na channel steady-state inactivation curve (h 1 ) was left-shifted 5 mV (ie, V 1/2 was changed from -66 to -71 mV). Figure 1A shows example traces of DADs and TA for different g spon values. Figure 1B shows the maximum voltage vs g spon . The threshold for suprathreshold DADs or TA in a single cell was g spon ¼ 0.066 ms -1 (arrow in Figure 1B ) without the shift of h 1 , but with a 5-mV left-shift, it increased to 0.0695 ms -1 .
Results

Effects of subthreshold DADs
Subthreshold DADs can cause conduction block when Na channel availability is reduced We simulated a 1D cable in which the middle third of the cells exhibited DADs (Figure 2 ). We assumed that the spontaneous Ca releases causing DADs were identical and occurred at the same time in each cell ( Figure 2A) . A premature stimulus was applied to the first 10 cells at the end of the cable, and the ability of the AP to propagate to the other end of the cable was studied for different DAD amplitudes (adjusted by varying g spon ) and coupling intervals. For normal Na channel properties in our model, subthreshold DADs failed to cause conduction block, regardless of DAD amplitude or coupling interval. However, if Na channel availability was reduced by shifting the half-maximal voltage of steady-state inactivation (described by h 1 ) in the negative direction, as might occur physiologically with protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C, or Ca/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) phosphorylation of Na channels 22 or in some Brugada syndrome mutations, 23 conduction block occurred over a range of coupling intervals when DAD amplitude reached a critical range ( Figures 2B and 2C) . In this range, DAD-induced depolarization caused sufficient Na channel inactivation, to result in conduction failure. Figure 2D illustrates the time course of Na channel availability (h*j) during a DAD with a peak voltage around -70 mV for control (solid) and for a 5-mV left-shift of h 1 (dashed), showing that a 5-mV left-shift causes a large reduction in Na channel availability during the DAD. As the DAD amplitude was increased further (g spon 40.0695 ms ), TA occurred in the DAD region, which propagated in both directions and collided retrogradely with the premature beat. Figure 2E plots the region of conduction block vs the left-shift of h 1 and g Na , showing that reducing g Na also promoted conduction block.
Effects of random DAD latency
In the simulations shown in Figure 2 , the spontaneous Ca releases causing a DAD in the midregion of the cable all occurred synchronously by design. To study the effects of random DAD latency, we simulated a 1D cable in which the latency of the spontaneous Ca release event for each cell was randomly assigned from a gaussian distribution. Gap junction coupling naturally smoothed the resulting DAD in the tissue ( Figure 3A ). Unlike the nonrandom case shown in Figure 2 , a premature beat with a fixed coupling interval could either block or propagate successfully through the DAD region, depending on the particular randomization pattern of the trial ( Figure 3B ). The probability of conduction failure through the DAD region vs the strength of spontaneous Ca release (g spon ) for different standard deviations (σ) of the gaussian distribution of latencies, g Na , and gap junction coupling are shown in Figures 3C-3E . Increasing σ caused conduction block to occur over a broader range of , and no conduction block occurred. With random latency, a higher g spon was required to trigger APs because of the source-sink effects, and conduction block still occurred when g spon 40.0695 ms . Reducing g Na increased the probability of conduction block, whereas reducing gap junction coupling had a small effect.
If we applied the same deterministic or random DAD distribution as in the 1D cables (Figures 2 and 3 ) to 2D tissue, reentry could be induced by a premature stimulus (see Online Supplemental Videos 1 and 2).
Combined effects of suprathreshold and subthreshold DADs
In the simulations shown in Figure 2 , external paced premature stimuli were used to illustrate how DADs can cause conduction block. We next examined whether TA selfgenerated by DADs could develop conduction block in the same cable due to random latency of DADs in different regions causing both subthreshold and suprathreshold DADs.
Complex excitation patterns in 1D cable
We performed simulations in a homogeneous 1D cable with random DAD latency as shown in Figure 3 without externally paced premature stimuli. Complex excitation patterns occurred, which could be classified into 3 categories: (1) subthreshold DADs without TA (( Figure 4A) ; 2) suprathreshold DADs causing TA, which propagated successfully along the cable without conduction block ( Figure 4B ); and (3) suprathreshold DADs causing TA, which propagated partway before developing conduction block ( Figure 4C ). Figure 4D shows the probability of the 3 behaviors as a function of DAD amplitude (g spon ). No TA occurred when g spon was small, but as g spon increased the incidence of TA also increased (dashed in Figure 4D ). Due to random latency and cell coupling, the g spon threshold for TA ). The probability of block increases with broadened latency distribution ( Figure 4E ), decreased cell coupling ( Figure 4F ), reduced g Na ( Figure 4G) , and left-shifted h 1 ( Figure 4H ).
Reentry initiation in 2D tissue
Unidirectional conduction block of DAD-mediated TA in the 1D cable raises the possibility that under similar conditions in 2D tissue, reentry may be induced when conduction block is appropriately localized. Analogous to the 1D simulations shown in Figures 3 and 4 , we first simulated a homogeneous 2D tissue in which all cells were identical with the same DAD amplitude (ie, identical g spon ), but DAD latencies were randomly assigned following a gaussian distribution. Both subthreshold DADs and TA were observed, but in more than 10,000 simulations using different parameter settings, reentry was never observed, even when g Na or gap junction coupling was reduced.
Because Ca release properties in real cardiac tissue are not homogeneous, we then performed simulations in which g spon was varied in random checkerboard patterns, drawing from a gaussian distribution ( Figure 5A ). Checker sizes ranged from 1Â1 to 256Â256 cells. DAD latencies were still varied randomly from cell to cell as in the simulations described earlier. We observed 3 behaviors ( Figure 5B ): (1) all DADs are subthreshold (no TA); (2) DADs induce TA without reentry formation (TA without reentry); and (3) DADs induce TA with reentry formation (TA with reentry). Figure 5C shows the probability of these different behaviors vs the checker size for control parameters. For large checker sizes, the majority of the simulations exhibited TA without reentry (ie, PVCs only), and a small number of the simulations exhibited reentry. As the checker size decreased, the probability of TA without reentry decreased, whereas that of subthreshold DADs increased. Interestingly, the probability of reentry first increased and then decreased to zero at small checker sizes. Reducing gap junction conductance selectively increased the probability of reentry at large and small checker sizes ( Figure 5D ) but suppressed reentry at intermediate checker sizes. Reducing Na channel conductance g Na in steps from 16 to 8 pS/pF increased the probability of reentry, particularly at large checker sizes, whereas further reduction to 6 pS/pF suppressed reentry due to low excitability ( Figure 5E ). Figure 5F compares the probability of TA with and without reentry vs g Na . As g Na was reduced, the probability of TA without reentry decreased, whereas the probability of TA with reentry first increased then decreased. We also performed simulations in which g spon was varied randomly in checkerboard patterns, but DAD latency was fixed. We never observed reentry, indicating that the random DAD latency is a key property promoting reentry. This was also supported by simulations investigating the effect of DAD latency distribution on reentry in 2D tissue, which depended sensitively on σ (see Online Supplementary Figure 1) . Finally, we examined how electrical remodeling in heart failure affects DAD-mediated arrhythmogenesis ( Figure 6 ). Electrical remodeling decreased the threshold of g spon required for conduction block ( Figure 6A ) and greatly decreased the g spon required for TA with reentry ( Figure 6B ). Similar to Figure 5F , decreasing g Na reduced the probability of TA without reentry and first increased then decreased the probability of TA with reentry ( Figure 6C) .
Checker size had a nonmonotonic effect on probability of reentry ( Figures 5 and 6) . A possible explanation is illustrated in Figure 7 , which shows voltage snapshots for 3 different checker sizes with reduced gap junction coupling. For the 256Â256 case ( Figure 7A and Online Supplemental Video 3), the randomness of DAD latency resulted in nonuniform DAD voltages in a single checker, allowing conduction in 1 direction but block in another direction at the borders of the individual checkers. Because of the large checker size, there was enough room for the broken wavefronts to turn and reenter the checker from another direction. illustrating no triggered activity (TA), TA -reentry, and TA þ reentry. C: Probability of TA þ reentry (green), TA -reentry (blue), and no TA (red) vs checker size. Dashed line indicates the total probability of TA. D: Probability of reentry vs checker size for different diffusion coefficients (D, cm 2 /ms). E: Probability of reentry for different g Na . F: Probability of TA -reentry and TA þ reentry vs g Na for an 8Â8 checker size. The standard deviation for random delayed afterdepolarization (DAD) latency of individual cells was σ ¼ 50 ms. Tissue size was 512Â512 cells. The probability of each parameter point was calculated from 500 random trials.
to propagate neatly in all directions and fuse together, such that there was not enough unexcited tissue for a broken wavefront to form a spiral wave. For the 1Â1 case ( Figure 7C and Online Supplemental Video 5), the checkers with high g spon values were not large enough to generate TA individually unless neighboring checkers also had randomly been assigned large enough g spon values to overcome the source-sink mismatch. This effectively resulted in large heterogeneous regions with or without TA, increasing the probability of reentry. Note that when the gap junction coupling was normal, however, no reentry could occur for the 1Â1 case ( Figure 5C ).
Discussion
DADs are classically recognized as triggers of PVCs that can initiate reentry when they encounter a vulnerable tissue substrate. In this study we demonstrate that subthreshold DADs can also directly generate a tissue substrate vulnerable to unidirectional conduction block. Moreover, DAD-induced triggers and substrates can occur simultaneously in the same tissue to induce reentry. These effects are enhanced with reduced Na channel availability and gap junction coupling, with electrical remodeling changes in heart failure, and when regional differences in Ca cycling properties underlying DADs are accentuated, as occurs in the setting of heart diseases. Thus, our observations provide novel insights into DAD-related arrhythmogenesis.
Roles of DADs in cardiac arrhythmogenesis
Based on observations in the present study, we can summarize the roles of DADs in cardiac arrhythmogenesis as follows.
DADs generate arrhythmia triggers
The well-known effect of suprathreshold DADs in cardiac arrhythmogenesis is their ability to trigger an AP and generate TA, which can cause focal (nonreentrant) arrhythmias or serve as PVCs to initiate reentrant arrhythmias.
1-3,24,25
DADs generate a vulnerable substrate Traditionally, dispersion of excitability and/or refractoriness make a tissue vulnerable to initiation of reentry by a trigger such as a PVC. 26 Unidirectional conduction block initiating reentry occurs because either the Na current has not recovered sufficiently from inactivation to overcome the source-sink mismatch of neighboring repolarized cells (dispersion of excitability) or the neighboring cells are still in a refractory state (dispersion of refractoriness). In this study, we demonstrated that subthreshold DADs can cause unidirectional conduction block via the former mechanism by elevating diastolic membrane potential and inactivating Na channels sufficiently to cause conduction block. The random distribution of DAD latency increases the probability of conduction block (Figure 3 ) because as DAD latency distribution becomes wider, DAD duration in the tissue prolongs, giving more time for more Na channels to inactivate.
Because subthreshold DADs can occur at any time during diastole, a very late diastolic subthreshold DAD could potentially cause regional conduction block of a subsequent sinus beat, initiating reentry directly from sinus rhythm in the absence of a PVC. In this case, the first beat of reentrant ventricular tachycardia would have the same QRS morphology as subsequent tachycardia beats, which is frequently observed in clinical studies. 27 Thus, unlike reentrant arrhythmias induced by dispersion of refractoriness in which an external PVC usually is required, DAD-mediated reentrant arrhythmias do not necessarily require an external PVC, as the next sinus beat can serve to initiate reentry. Conduction block and reentry in heart failure. Heart failure was simulated as described in Xie et al. 21 A: Probability of conduction block in a 1-dimensional cable vs g spon for different delayed afterdepolarization (DAD) latency σ. The g spon range for conduction block is lower than in the nonfailing condition ( Figure 4E) . B: Probability of triggered activity (TA) þ reentry (green) vs checker size in a 2-dimensional tissue of failing cells for different g Na . g spon was drawn from a gaussian distribution with an average value of 0.065 ms -1 and a standard deviation of σ ¼ 0.02 ms -1 . DAD latency standard deviation σ ¼ 50 ms. C: Probability of TA -reentry and TA þ reentry vs g Na .
DADs simultaneously generate triggers and a vulnerable substrate Because of random 5, 16, 17 and heterogeneous 3, 18 Ca release, DADs in tissue can lead to complex depolarization patterns in which some regions generate suprathreshold DADs causing TA, whereas other regions generate subthreshold DADs promoting regional conduction block and initiation of reentry (Figures 4-7) . TA generated in 1 region may propagate in all or in only 1 direction, or may be blocked a distance away such that reentry can result if the broken wavefronts have enough available excitable tissue. Although the interactions among random latency, heterogeneity, gap junction coupling, and Na channel availability are complex, the probability of conduction block and reentry increases for reduced gap junction coupling, Na current availability, and electrical remodeling. Our simulations also show that both random latency and heterogeneous Ca release are needed for reentry to occur.
Clinical significance
As shown in our simulations (Figures 4-6) , a negative shift in the steady-state inactivation curve and/or reduction of the maximal Na conductance increased the probability of conduction block and reentry in the presence of DADs. This condition is physiologically mimicked by PKA-and/or PKC-mediated phosphorylation of Na channels during sympathetic stimulation or CaMKII-mediated phosphorylation of Na channels in the setting of heart failure, 22 Na channel remodeling in ischemic heart disease, 28 or loss-offunction Na channel mutations in Brugada syndrome 23 and other diseases. 29 Because class I antiarrhythmic agents not only reduce the Na channel open probability but also left-shift the steadystate inactivation curve, 30 this may have been a contributing factor to the proarrhythmic effects of Na channel blockers observed in the Cardiac Arrhythmia Suppression Trial (CAST). 31 In CAST, Na channel blockers effectively suppressed PVCs by more than 80%, but mortality nevertheless increased due to more frequent lethal arrhythmic events. Many later studies established that blocking the Na channel is proarrhythmic in ischemic and infarcted tissue due to lowered excitability and increased postrepolarization refractoriness in the border zone. 28, 30 Our simulations suggest that an additional mechanism could also be important: if the PVCs in these patients originated from Ca wave-mediated DADs, then reducing excitability by blocking Na channels could have reduced the frequency of benign PVCs by converting suprathreshold DADs to subthreshold DADs, while at the same time paradoxically increasing the probability that the less frequent remaining suprathreshold DADs will initiate reentry. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figures 5F and 6C , in which reducing Na channel conductance reduced the incidence of TA without reentry (benign PVCs) but increased the probability of TA with reentry (malignant PVCs initiating ventricular tachycardia/ ventricular fibrillation) over a certain range of g Na . Finally, PVCs can originate from either the His-Purkinje system or ventricular myocardium in patients, and they may exhibit simple patterns in the ECG, such as fixed QRS morphology (unifocal PVCs) and fixed coupling interval, or complex patterns such as different QRS morphologies (multifocal PVCs) and varying coupling intervals (modulated parasystole). For the mechanisms described in this study, we can speculate that PVCs arising from an abnormal area in the His-Purkinje system would tend to produce unifocal PVCs with some degree of variation in coupling intervals. In ventricular tissue, on the other hand, the random process by which Ca waves in individual myocytes selforganize to generate suprathreshold vs subthreshold DADs in different regions of tissue would likely produce multifocal PVCs with variable coupling intervals. Another potential insight from the current study relates to the hypothesis that subthreshold DADs occurring in ventricles may be one of the mechanisms underlying U waves in the ECG, 32 as supported by recent experimental studies. 13 Based on our finding that subthreshold DADs also can create a vulnerable substrate for reentry, it is intriguing to speculate that PVCs accompanying U waves in the ECG may confer a higher arrhythmia risk than when U waves are absent.
Study limitations
A limitation of this study is that the DADs in our model were caused by commanded SR Ca releases with randomly distributed amplitude and/or latency following gaussian distributions, which allowed us to readily control DAD amplitude and latency. To realistically simulate spontaneous Ca release via the mechanism of Ca-induced Ca release and the feedback between Ca and voltage requires a detailed Ca cycling model incorporating random ryanodine receptor openings. 5, 33, 34 We studied only the effects of voltage depolarization on conduction block and not the feedback between Ca and voltage or other excitation-contraction dynamics, but the simulation results from the present study still provide important mechanistic insights into arrhythmias caused by DADs. We altered DAD amplitude by increasing spontaneous SR Ca release, but DAD amplitude also can be regulated by the diastolic Ca-voltage coupling gain, 35 which we did not study except in the context of heart failure electrical remodeling ( Figure 6 ). We also did not explicitly study the effects of altering DAD duration at the cellular level, which in real cells is sensitive to the subcellular location and numbers of sites from which Ca waves originate. Our 1D and 2D tissue models are relatively simple compared to real tissue, and the results may be influenced by specific structural features of the tissue. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , the proarrhythmic effects of blocking Na channels or reducing gap junction conductance depended on the specific spatial characteristics of heterogeneities. Nevertheless, the insights from computer modeling in this study have uncovered novel mechanisms for DAD-mediated arrhythmogenesis that provide testable hypotheses for future experimental studies.
Conclusion
Whereas suprathreshold DADs in cardiac tissue generate triggers for reentrant arrhythmias, subthreshold DADs can create regions susceptible to unidirectional conduction block, directly increasing the probability that the triggers will induce reentry. This scenario is unlikely when Na channel properties are normal but becomes increasingly probable as Na channel availability is reduced by sympathetic stimulation, disease-related remodeling, loss-offunction genetic defects, or class I antiarrhythmic drugs, and as gap junction coupling is reduced by gap junction remodeling or fibrosis. These dynamics provide novel mechanistic insights into DAD-mediated arrhythmogenesis potentially relevant to a spectrum of cardiac diseases such as chronic ischemia, heart failure, Brugada syndrome, and catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, as well as the proarrhythmic effects of Na channel blockers.
